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have been in business since 2000. For many years before that, as individual

bookkeepers, they were in business for themselves. In the last 16 years, BASic

Bookkeepers have grown into a successful bookkeeping business respected by

clients and accountants for their professionalism, warm approach, and high

standards. With their great team of expert bookkeepers and now with over 200

clients, BAS stand out in the industry. They’re known for their solid approach to

bookkeeping and for consistent delivery of their core strengths — quality, flexibility

and expertise.BAS offer a vast range of bookkeeping services including; BAS

preparation and lodgement, software training, set-up and purchase advice, data

reviews, payroll processing as well as customised financial and management

reporting, budgeting and forecasting. They can also supply accounting

recommendations or support if the client doesn’t own a regular accountant. BAS

offer all levels of bookkeeping from tiny new start-up cash businesses through to

larger entities with complex bookkeeping requirements. BASic Bookkeepers

specialise in Xero setup, installation & training. The company offers hourly rates or

fixed price packages and they are flexible in the level of bookkeeping service they

provide to suit clients’ needs and budget.Since 2000 BAS have supported and

worked with over 750 small to medium businesses, helping them realise their

dreams. They now have two Australian offices. Their head office is based in

Leichhardt, close to Sydney’s CBD. As of October 2016, they have a new

Queensland office, conveniently located on the Gold Coast ready to service

Brisbane, Surfers Paradise and the Sunshine Coast. BASic Bookkeepers continue to

service some of the most innovative and passionate small businesses across

Australia and beyond. Their mission is to help make small business owners dreams                                                page 1 / 2



become a reality.
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